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AIRFOIL SECT±0N_ WITH H±OH-I.,IFT DEVICES

By William J. Underwood and Robert J. Nuber

SUF_._RY

"An investigation wasmade of two sy_netrica! circular-arc

airfoils of 6 and i0 percent thickness end equipped with leading-

edge and trailing-edge high-lift devices. The high-lift devices

consisted of a 0.20-chord plain trs.iiing-ed.ge flap, a O.15_chord

droopedmoSe flap and a 0.10-chord load_.ns-.edge extensiblo flap.

The sectiom lift, pitching--moment, and some dra_ characteristics

of the two supersonic airfoils tested at high Reyno!ds m_ors

and low.Mach numbers (M _ 0.!4) with the various high-lift devices
are presented.

Maximm_ section ,__._-'ftcoefficients of i.o_.,and 2°03 were

obtained at a P,e",_olds number of ,6× 10 ° for the optimum

combination of drooped--nos_ and p[ain flaps for th_ 6- and

iO-percent-thiok airfo.i!s_ respectively. The optimum combinations

of flap deflections for the 6- and 10-perc_nt-,thick airfoils

_ere found to be 5n = 30o, $f = 60°, and 6n 3_°_ 6f = 60°,

respe.cti_rely., where 5n represents the drooped nose and .ef

the. p&ain trailing-edge flap d_z__e_tzon<_:_-_n,_'" <_. _e results for the

lO:percent-thick airfoil with the plain trailing'-ed_e flap

deflected 60 ° indicate no i_K_ortant changes in the maximum

section lift coefficient with small departures from the Optimum
1 " '" 1 ; ;, "Jdrooped-nose flap deflection. With the flaps neutral the m_zmum

section lift coefficients for the 6- and 10--pezc_nt''-_"-th_ck.alr_omls-_" - " ° '

were 0,73 and 0°67_ respectively. The results atso iD.dicated that

the scale effects on the maximum s_ction lift coefficient were, in

general, ne_ligible over the range of Rejnolds number from q × 106

to 18 × i0 _. "

The section pitching-moment characteristics indicated that the

aerod_mamic center was shead of the quarter-chord point and moved
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toward the leading edge when any of the high-lift devices was
deflected or extended.

Deflecting the dro0ped-nose flap _as more effective in
extending the low-drag range to higher section lift coefficients
than deflecting the plain flap.

INTRODUCTION

The present rapid rate of development of airplanes that are
expected to fly successfully in the transonic and supersonic speed
ranges has focused great attention on the characteristics of
airfoils having sharp leading edges_ The principal requirement
of these airfoils is a low drag in the appropriate speed range.
If the airplane is also expected to land safely or to fly
satisfactorily in the low-speed ran_e_ however_ it is also
necessary that me_uusbe pro_m_l_....for in.creasin_ the nattu_a!ly low
ms_ximumlift of the sharp-ed_@_edairfoils, An __n_ot._g_t._on has
been m_de accordingly in the Lan_!ey two-di_lensiona! low-turbulence
pressure turmel of the improvements in i_xlmum section lift
coefficient that can be obtained by the use of simple high-lift
devices. This wind tmmel _nables both the Reynolds number and
the Mach number appropriate to the landing condition for a typical
airpls_e to be appro_imated simultaneously. The airfoils used were
of s2_metrical circular-arc shapes and were 6 and I0 percent thick.
Each airfoil was _,umppec with a 20-percent-chord plain trailing-
edge f!ap_ a !5-percent-chord drooped-nose fiap_ and alternately
a !O-percent-_chord leading-edge extensible flap.

The section lift and pitchin_-_oment characteristics were
determined for both airfoils with the high-lift devices deflected
individually and in co_oination with one another. _he section drag
characteristics were obtained for the 6-percent-.thick airfoil with
the flaps partly deflected as lot_-drag-control flaps and. for both
airfoils with the flaps neutral.

C
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COEFFiCieNTS #_ND SY_$0LS

section lift coefficient /' Z \

section drag coefficient -.--
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section pitching-moment coefficient about the quarter
/m

i
kqoc /

section pitchin@-moment coefficient about the

lift per unit span

drag per tu_it span

pitching moment per tu_it span

chord of airfoil with all flaps neutral

• _0 0

free-stream d.jnam!c pressure \<......-2----

free-stream density

free -stream velocity

section angle of atta,ck_ degroes

drooped-nose flap def!.ection_ degrees_ positive downward

plain flap deflectien_ degrees_ positive downward

l_eynolds number

increment of section angle of attack at maxim'_ lift

due to flap deflection

increment of maximum section lift coefficient due to

flap deflection

DESIGNATION OF SUI_RSONIC A_TRF01V_,S

With the advent of supersonic airplanes_ airfoils with sharp

leading edges and varying shapes have been designed. Two

supersonic airfoils of circular-arc shape with thicknesses
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of 6 and i0 percent are discussed herein and are designated
NACA2S-(50)(03)-(50)(03) and NACA2S-(50)(05)°(50)(05), respectively.
The significance of these desigoations is indicated in the following
example:

NACA
i
T

NACA designation ........................................!

Circular arc ...................................................

Supersonic

_osition of maxim1_1 ordinate

of upper surface (percent

chord)

Value of maximum ordinate of

upper s_face (oercent._ chord _,_.........

2s.-(5o) (03) -(5o)(03)

_osition of m_im_m ordinate of

lower surface (percent chord) ...................................................

Value of maximum ordinate of

lower surface (percent chord.) .......................................................

The designation 2S-(50)(03)"(50)(03), therefore_ denotes a

sy_netrical circular-arc airfoil with a maximtml thickness of

6 percent at midchord. Ordinates of the 6- and lO-percent_

thick circular-arc airfoils are given in tables I and II_

respectively.

MODEi,S

Both of the circular-arc-airfoil models had a 24-inch chord

and a 35.5-inch span and were made of steel. The flaps of the

6-percent-thick airfoil were made of brass and _lose of the

iO_percent _hick airfoil were made of duralumin. Sketches of the

models are presented as figl_e I. The 0.20-chord plain flap a_d

the O.15-chord drooped-nose flap were p_voted on leaf hinges mounted

flush with the lower surface. The leading-edge flap was a O.!O-chord

extension of the upper surface arc ahead of the nor_i leading

edge of the plain airfoil° Model end plates as shown in figure 2

were used to facilitate setting the deflection of the drooped-nose

and plain flaps. The models were designed so that plain flap

deflections Sf up to 60° and drooped-nose flap deflections 6n
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up to 50o could be obtained. The flaps were sealed, at the hinge
line by having the flap skirt in rubbing contact with the flap.
When the plain, flap Of the 6-percent-thick airfoil was deflected

beyond 50o, the gap between the flap and skirt was sealed, with
modeling clay to prevent le_age.

For all tests_ the sl_faces of the models were finished with
No. 400 ca_orundumpaper to produce smooth surfaces_ slight
discontinuities, however_ still existed at_the leaf hinges on
the lower surfaces and at the line of contact between the flaps
and flap skirts.

5

TESTS

Tests of the two models were made in the I..an_-_leytwo-

dimensional low-turbulence pressure tunnel. The tests included

measurements at a l_eynolds number of 6 × 106 of airfoil lift

and pitching moment for each model with the high-lift _evices

deflected either individually or in conjunction with one another.

[ f

At Reynolds numbers of 3 x i06 and 9 x i0 ° the lift

characZeris:bics of both models }-ere obtained with the flaps neutral

and width 'the dro0ped:nose and plain flaps deflected simultaneously

to 30o and 60°_ respeotive!y.: At these Reynolds numbers the lift

characteristics of the NACA 2S, (50) (05) -(50) (05) airfoil Were also

determimed :with .the drooped-nose and plain flaps deflected simui-
.,.0 f 0 '

taneously 1o 36 i_d o0 , re.speCbive_y, A further investigation of
the lift characte, istics at 14 5< i0 _ and 18 x 106 was made for

the NACA 2S _(50) (05) -(50) (05) airfoil with the flaps neutral and

with 'the drooped-nose aud the plain flaps deflected to 36 ° and 60 °,

respectively. Drag measurements of each model for the flaps-neutral

condition _:ere obtained by wake surveys at Reynolds m_nbers

lo6of 3 ,'< , 6.>_ i00 6, , and 9 × I0

r - 6
At Reynolds numbers of 3 × i0°_ 6 x i0 °, and 9 ;_ i0 the

Mach l_umber was substantially constant at 0 oi0. At _eynolds numbers
• F 6

of 14 × i0 ° -and '18 x i0 the Mach numbers _,;ere0o12 and 0.14,

respectively.

The lift and drag characteristics of the NACA 2S-(50)(03)-(50)(03)

airfoil with the dl-ooped-nose and plain flaps deflected

as low-drag-control flaps were obtained at a Reynolds number

of 2.1 x 10 6 in the Langley two-dimensional low-turbulence tunnel.
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For these tests_ the high-lift devices_ both individually or in
combination with one another., were deflected through a range of
flap deflections from 0° to i0 °. _vaiuation of the section drag
characteristics of the NACA2S(50) (03) -(50) (03) airfoil with
the high-lift devices deflected more than i0 ° by the _zake-
survey method (the only method available) proved impractical
because of large spanwise variations in drag that occurred when
the flow was partly separated.

The airfoil lifb_ dra_,,,_: and pztcn_ng moment _,,_eremeasured

and. corrected to free--air conditions by the methods described
in reference i.

Lift measurements of the models with the flaps neutral, with

and without model end plates_ (figs. 2 and 3) indicated that the

model end plates had no significant effect on the measured
characteristics°

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Plain airfoils.--The aerodynamic section characteristics of

the 6 and lO-percent %hick ' _ "- s_,_._rzcaJ_ circular-arc airfoils

with the flaps neutral are presented in fis_._e 4.

The maximum section lift coefficients are 0°73 and 0.67 for

the 6 _ and i0-1_ercent-thick airfoils, respectively° This decrease

in maximtum section lift coefficient with increasing airfoil

thickness is opposite to the trends that may be sho_ from the

data of NACA 6_series airfoils (reference l) through the same

thickness range and may be explained as _,ollo,s: As the ,hzcKm.ess

of the NACA 6-series airfoils is increased from 6 to i0 percent,

the corresponding increase in the airfoil ieadin_4-edge radius results

in improved air-.flow conditions around the leadirzg edge at the

high angles of at c,a___ The zncrease in trailing-ed_se angle that

results with increasing thickness tends to decrease the maximum
'1. "" '- T "section lift coefficient due to an increase in oo_zdo.r_-layer

thickness on the upper surface. The favorable effect of a large

leading-edge radius appears to predominate in this thickness range

for the NACA o-serzes azrfozls and higher values of maximum lift

are produ0ed. For the circular-arc airfoils_ however_ the leading

edges of both the 6- and 10-percent thick airfoils are sharp and the

air-flow co_iditions arotu_d the leadin(_ edges at hiL_h angles of attack

are about the same. The effect of .an increase in trailing-edge

angle with increasing thickness results in a decrease of r_ximum
lift.
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The lift_-ct_ve slopes are 0.097 and. 0.090 for the 6- and

10-perGent-thick airfoils_ respectively. Because the air.--flow

conditions aro_d the leading edge of both circular-src airfoils

are probably very nearly alike through the complete re_ge of..ang!es

of attack, the thicker boundary la_er of the iO-percemt_hick

airfoil caused the decrease in the lift-curve slope.

The slope of the lift curve for the lO-_ercent_thick airfoil

was measured at sn_l! positive or negative values of the iift

coefficient to avoid including the slight jog in the lift curve

that occurs near _zero lift. This discontinuity is probably due

to am extensive thickening of the boundary layer on the low

pressure surface resulting from an increase in the trailing-edge

angle. A similar phenomenon may have existed onthe 6"percent thick

airfoil but _as not of sufficient magnitude to cause a significant

Jog in the lift c_ve. The data (fi_ 4) show no appreciable scale

e_fect on the lift characteristics of either circular-arc airfoil

with the flaps neutral through the range of Reynolds numbers

investigated.

The variation of the cuar_er-chord pitching.'-momen_ coefficient

of both the 6- and 10-percent-thick circular-arc a_.rfoi_s.indicates

a for_._ard position of the aerodynemic center.wlth respect to the

quarter-chord point of the airfoil. This variation of the pitching

moment probably resuii_ts from the relative thickening o£ the boundary

layer near the trailin_ edge on the upper, surface with increasing

angle of attack. The _aero___namic center of the ].O-percent-thick

airfoil is more forward than that of the 6-percent--thick airfoil.

This shift in aerodynamic-center position is attributed to the

increase in trailing-edge angle or thickening, of 0.90co (See

referemce 2.) As is usually true when a_ _airfoi! sta!is_ the

center of presslare of the circular-arc airfoils mov@s toward the

rear and the quarter-chord moment coefficient increases negatively

in the normal manner. The small negative_pitching moment of both

models at zero lift is attributed to asy_aetrical loading resulting

from very small model irregularities_

With airfoils havin_ sharp leading edges_ the di_ag coefficient

increases fairly rapidly as the an_le of attack departs from zero.

In general_ the drag coefficients decrease with increasing Reynolds

number in approximately the manner expected for fully developed.

turbulent 13_o_ on both surfaces. In the case of the o_percent-

thick airfoil, ho_¢ever_ laminar flow apparently was obtained over

a fairly extensive portion of the upper surface at zero and e_ative

lO _
angles of attack at Reynolds numbers of 3 x and _ × i0 _as

i1_dicated by the forcer drag for these conditions as compared with

the drag obtained at a ]_eynolds ntm_er of 9 x 10 6 •
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Airfoils with hi_-!ift devices.- The lift and pitching_'moment
characteristics of the two symmetrical circuJ.ar-arc airfoils for
various deflections of the leading-edge and trailing-edge high-lift
devices deflected individually are presented in figures 5 to 7-

The maximumsection lift coefficients of the 6 -" and lO-percent-
thick airfoils increased as the 0.20-chord plain flap was deflected.
The values of the maximumlift coefficients (fig. 5) for both
airfoils were substsatially equivalent at corresponding flap
deflections_ but the amgles of attack for maximumlift decreased
as the flaps were deflected.

Deflecting theOoiSc drooped'_iose flaps (fi_. 6) increased the
maximumsection lift coefficients and increased the angles of

_ °attack for ma,xi_m lift primarily by al__ev_atmng the negative

pressure peaks that cause !eading-edge separation nes_r maximum

lift, These pressure peaks are ai_eviated beoa_so the flow

approaching the leading edge ismore nearly alined at high angles of

attack when the drooped-nose flap is deflected. The maximum section

lift coefficients for the 6-. and 10_percent-thick airfoils at the

optimum drooped-nose flap deflection of 30 ° are 1.17 and i,!5_

respectively. At corresponding deflections of the 0.15c drooped-

nose flap the maximum section l_ft coefficients of both airfoils are

essentially the same. At angles of attack _e]_l be!o_ those for

maximum lift the drooped-nose flaps act as spoilers on the lower
surface of the airfoils and cause some reduction in lift. These

losses in lift increase as the flap deflection is increased.

_xtending the O.lOc leading-edge flaps (fig. 7) increased the

maximum section lift coefficients and. lift-curve slopes of both

airfoils from the basic •configu_ation.s. The higher slopes of the lift

curves for the two airfoils with _:fneO.!Oc leadin_-edge flaps

extended are primarily due to the fact that the section lift

coefficients are based ori the chord of the plain airfoil.

The variation of the increment in maximum section lift

coefficient _c and increment in angle of at_dack at maximum

lift _c for both models with deflection of the drooped-nose
Zmax

flap and plain flap is sum_narized in figure 8o This figure clearly

shows that the optimum drooped-'nose flap deflection for maximum lift

occurs at approximately 30° for both the 6- and the !0-percent _hick

airfoils. Ifo optimum deflection _,_asobgained for the plain flap

inasmuch as the highest test deflection was still the most effective.

The maximum section lift coefficients of_ both airfoils are

substantially equivalent at corresponding flap deflections, but the

increments in maximum section lift coefficient with flap deflection
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differ because of the lower maximum section lift coefficient of

the ].0-percent-thick airfoil with the flaps z-leutralo (See r_ig. 4, )

As shown in figure 8, positive increments in the angle of attack

at maximum lift resulted _._henthe drooped-nose flap was deflected

while negative increments were produced with the plain flap deflected.

The pitching-moment _,har_cter_st]_cs_ • _ , i °- of the t_._omodels with

any of the various t:ypes of' flaps deflected (z_gs. 5 to ) show

that the ......_,,eroa.ynamzccenter continues to move toward the leading

edge as the high,h--lift device is put i]_to operation° The area added

to the leading ed_e of the basic model by extendi_l_ the 0 .lO-chord

leading-edge flap acco_].ts for the usually large chan_e in slope of

the pitehin_;-moment-coefficient curve inasmuch as the momen-0s were

measured about the quarter-chord point of the "oas_cimodel

Combined deflections of hi_<h-l.ift devices.- The results of tests

of the two airfoils with various ccmbinatJons of the high-lift

devices are presented i.n fi,gures 9 and i0. As sho_._min figure 9,

t_.leoDtim_n zlai deflections corresponding to the hi_hest maximlnn

= ._00section lift coefficient were 5n j ; 5:.F = 60 ° and. 5n = 36 °
O

6f --60 for the 6- and i0-percent-.thick airfoi!s_ respectively.

The data f0i_ the lO"percent-thick airfoil with the plain flap

deflected 60.0 iudicate no °Tmpo.,._'t_nt_,changes in -[:.hemaximum section

lift coefficient with small d.ep___ruure_ from the optimum drooped-nose-

flap deflectio_.z.

A comparison be b_,reenthe lift characteristics of the %we

airfoils with the OolS-cherd drooped-nose flap deflected 30° and

the 0.20-chord pla:-n flap deflected 60 ° (fig° 9) with those for

the airfoil with the D,lair,flap deflected 60 ° (fig° 5) shows that

the maximum section lift coefficients w_re increased 0.32 an_ 0.30
and the angles of attack for maximum lift wer_ increased b.5-

and 6°_ respectively_ for the 6-_-znd 10-percent-thick airfoils.

A similar comparison b _e'_ween the lift characteristics of' the two

airfoi!s with the 0 .lO-chord ieadi.n!_-edge flap e_tended and the

plain.flap deflected 60 ° (fig, i0) with those for the two airfoils
60 °with the plain flap deflected (fig.. '_ _:_h_ws_r 'that fche maximmn

] " _ • . °section ._zf_.,coeff._c:[en:,swere increased sCoout 0 o]6_and 0.24 a_d the

angles of attack for ma_<im'0_nlift wore increased !° and 2 °

respectively, for the 6.- and 10-pe_,cens-thick airfoils° A large
percentage of these increases in maximum section lift coefficients

is due to the increase in the mode], chords that occurs with the

0.10-chord leading-ed6e flaps extended since the coefficients are

based on the chords of the basic models.
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The section lift characteristics of the two airfoils with

the drooped-onose and plain flaps deflected 30° and 60°_ respec-

tively_ obtained at Reynolds numbers of 3 ><!06_ 6 >: 106,. and
6

9 X lO are presented in figure ii, At Rejnolds n_llbers between

no 63 × 1-06 and 9 × - the data (fig. ll(a)) show no appreciable

scale effect on the maximum lift coefficient of the 6-percent _

thick airfoil° In the case of tile lO-percent %hick a_.rfoil

(fig. li(b))_ however, some adverse sca!.e effect is indicated inf.
the ma_:imum 1.i_t coef_'ic_ient at Reynolds numbers between 3 × I0°

and 6 × 3_06. Similar!y, some adverse s.,ale effect 9(c ))
is indicated in the m_x-imum lift coefficient at l_eynolds numbers

io6 lO6between 3 × end o × with the drooped-nose and plain

flaps deflected 36° and. 60° _ _.es,,.ectmv_l.y,_',-._ " _ " Ab Rejnolds numbers

above 9 x i0°_ however, the maximum section lift coefficient of

this combination remained approximately constant°

The section pitching-moment characteristics of the two airfoils

at combined flap deflections.of 8n = 30°_ 5.o = 60 ° (fig. Ii) show

that the aerodynamic center remains ahead of _che quarter-chord point.

In addition_ the combined action of the drooped-nose flap and plain

flap caused the moment coefiL/cients to increase ne;]atively with

increasing lift coefficient m0.t.ilthe angle of attack was high

enough that the el?oiler actioD, of the dr0oped-nose flap was

allev_i_atedJ As the lift coefficient was increased beyond this point_

the moment _ _ ....mecreased .ne,Eative].y to apmroximately 2.5 ° beyon.d the

angle of attack for maximum l_..fc,whereupon the moment curve breaks.

I_:ow_d..re_-control f._.a_- The !.ift and drag character_sti.cs of

the NACA 2S_,(50)f o ..._.'i_Oj) (.,0;(03) airfo:].lwith the droo]ged-nose and

plainflaps deflected are presented in figure 12o Deflecting the

drooped-nose fla9 to i0 ° decreased the section drag coefficient of

the 6-percent_thick circular-arc airfoil at a lift coefficient

of 0_3 about 40 percent by delaying the formation of a :negative

pressure peak at the lead.in_g edge which causes separation° In

general_ deflecting the drooped-nose f'lap was more effective in

extending the low-drag ran,_e to higher se.ction '....._, . ._zl ,_ coefficients

than was deflecting the plain flap,

CONCLUSIONS

A two-dimensional wind-t_nmel investi,{atJon was made of

symmetrical circular-arc airfoils.; 6 and i0 percent thick._ with
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leading-edge and trailing-edge high-lift devices at Reynolds numbers
from 2.1 × 106 to ].8 _ 106, The results obtained indicated the
following conclusions :

:i. Maxi_mml]j.ft coefficients of 1.95 and 2.03 were obtained
for the optimum combination Of drooped-nose and plain flaps for
the 6- and lO-percent_..thick airf_oils, respectively. The
corresponding maximumlift coefficients for the p]._in.:_a_.zfo!].s
were 0°73 and 0.67_ respectively.

2 The _ "-_" _ .. opolmum combination of f±ap deflections for the 6-

and lO-percent-thick airfoils were found to be 5n = 30 °, 5f = 60 °,
_O O

and 5n = 3o ,_ 5f =.60 _ respectively; where 5n represents the

drooped-nose and 5f the plain-flap deflections. The results

for the !O-percent-thick airfoil with the [plain f]_ap deflected 60 °

indicate no important changes in the maximum section lift coef-

ficient with small departures from the optimum drooped-nose-flap

deflection.

• f.....3 The scale e:[_ects on the maximum lift coefzlclen_ were_

ne,_,,±l _._!blc.in g_eneral, j"" ' -

4. The section pi-bchin{_:]--momentcharacteristics indicated that

the aerodynamic center was ahead of the quarter-chord point and moved

toward the lead.in_:_edge when any of the high-lift devices was
deflected or extended°

._. Deflecting the drooped-nose flap was more effective in

extending the low-drag range to higher section lift coefficients

than deflectin_ the plain flap.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory

National AdvisoryCommittee for Aeronautics

.Langley ]?ie.]_d_ Va.
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TABLE

ORDINATES FOR THE NACA 2S- (50 )(03)- (50 )(03)
A IRFOI L

_tations and ordinates given in
percent of airfoil chord]

Upper surface Lower surface

Station Ordinate

0

5
l0

15
2O

25
3o

50

65
70

85
9o
95

lO0

Station Ordinate

0 0

-.5 2
5 -1.o_2zo

15 -l.535
2o -i.922
25 -2.252
2o -2.521

-2.88o
-2.970

50 -3.ooo

65o - 97o-2,88o
65 -2.73l
7o -2.52z

Z5° -2.252-1.922
85 -z.533
9o -l.082
95 -.572

lO0 0

0

.52
1.0_2

1.535
1.922
2.252
2.52z
2. 3z
2 .ZSO

2.97o
3.000
2.97o
2.880
2.73Z
2.52l
2.252
1.922
1.535
1.082
.572

0

of circularRadius arc: _.182 ¢

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FORAERONAUTICS

TABLE TT

ORDINATES FOR THE NACA 2S-(50)(05)-(50)(05)
AIRFOIL

_tations and ordinates given in
percent of airfoil chor_

Upper surDace Lower surface

Station Ordinate

0 0

• 58
5 l._Z2lO

15 2.562
20 3.211

25 _.759
30 4.207

_.8o2
4.951

50 >.ooo

_._o_
65 4.554
7o 4.207

3v593.21z
85 2.562
90 1._12
95 .958

100 0

Station Ordinate

0 0

5 [. 58i0 - ._12

15 -2.562
2O -3.211

25 5.759
3o _.2o7

_._02
-,_.95l

50 -_.ooo

-$._o2
65 -_.554
70 -4.2o7

-3759-3.21l

85 -2._62
90 -1._12
95 -.958
i00 0

Radius of circular arc : 2. 525 c

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FORAERONAUTICS
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(a) NACA as- (50) (03)-(50) (03).

Figure i.- Ssm_metrical clrcular-arc airfoils with leadlng-edge and trailing-edge

high-lift devices.
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(b) NACA 2S-(50) (05)-(50) (05).

Figure 1.- Concluded.
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Figure 2.- Front view of a symmetrical circular-arc airfoil equipped

with end plates.
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Figure 3.- Front view of a symmetrical circular-arc airfoil without

end plates•
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Section" angle of attack, ao_ deg

(O) NAOA 2S-(50) (05).(50) (05) !
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Fig. 5a NACA RM No. L6K22
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Section angle of attack, ao, deg

(a) NACA 2S-(50) (03)-(50 ) (0_).

Figure 5.- Section lift and pitchlng-moment cha_acteristlcs of two symmetrical clrcular-arc

airfoils for various deflections of the 0.20-chord plain flap; R, 6 x l06.



NACA I_M No. L6K22 Fig. 5b

.r4
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Section angle of attack, ao, deg

(b) NACA 2S-(50)(05)-(50)(05).

Figure 5.- Concluded.



Fig. 6a NACA RM No. L6K22

Section angle of attack, ao, deg

(a) NAOA 28-(50)(03).(50}(03) .

Figure 6.- Section lift and pitching-moment characteristics of two

symmetrical circular-arc airfoils for variotm deflections of the

O.15-chord drooped-nose flap; R, 6 × 106.



NACA RM No. L6K22 Fig. 6b



Fig. 7a NACA I_M No. L6K22

If:¸ -

r i?

i

i_ Ii:O Plain airfoil

O Leadlng-edge flap(extension of upper

ill surface arc)

:i:!:d

Section angle of attack, ao, deg

(a) NACA 2S-(50)(03).(50)(03) .

Figure 7.- Section lift and pitching-moment characteristics of two

symmetrical circular-arc airfoils with agd without the O.lO-chord

extensible leading-edge flap; R, 6 x lO °.



NACA R,M No, L6K22 Fig. 7b
t.

(b) NACA 2S-(50)(05)-(50)(05).

Figure 7.- Concluded.



Fig. 8 NACA tZM No. L6K2Z
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Figure 8.- Variation af the increment in maximt_n section llft

coefficient and angle of stall with deflection of the

drooped-nose and plain flaps; R, 6 × lO 6.



NACA RM No. L6K22 Fig. 9a

Figure 9.- Section llft characteristics of .two symmetrical circular-arc
"airfoils for various deflections of the drooped-nose and plain flaps;

_, 6 x zo 6.



Fig. 9b NACA RM No. L6K22

o_

Section angle of attack, _o, deg

(b) NACA 2S-(50) (05)-(50) (05) .

Figure 9.- Continued.



NACA RM No. L6K22 Fig. 9c
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Fig. 10a NACA RM No. L6K22
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Section angle of attack, ao, deg

(a) NACA 2S-(50 ) (03)- (50) (03).

Figure lO.- Section lift and pltching-moment characteristics of two

symmetrical circular-arc airfoils wlth the 0.10-chord extensible

leading-edge flap and the 0.20-chord plain flap; R, 6 x lO 6.



NACA RM No. L6K22 Fig. 10b
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_T_
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Section

(b) NACA 2.S-(50)(05)-(90)(05).

Figure I0.- Concluded.



Fig. lla NACA RM No. L6K22
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/

Section angle of attack, so, deg

(a) NACA 2S-(50) (03)-(50) (03).

Figure ll.- Section lift and pitching-moment characteristics of two symmetrical clrcular-arc
airfoils with the drooped-nose flap deflected 30° and the plain flap deflected 60 °.



NACA RM No. L6K22 Fig. lib

"_$'_ ......... ; ,-7 _-
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Section angle of attack, _o, deg

(b) NACA 28-(50)(05)-(50)(05).

Figure ii.- COncluded.



Fig. 12 NACA 1R,M No. L6Kg2
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Figure 12.- Section llft and drag characteristics of an NACA 2S-(50)(05)-(50)(03) airfoil

for various deflections of the drooped-nose and plain flaps; R, 2.1 x lO 6.


